November 9, 2013
Aomori Public University, Meeting room

Joint-Usage, Joint-Research Program Workshop on Social Infrastructure Design in Post-Earthquake

13:30 – 17:55
Chaired by Fumio Dei (Kobe University)

13:30 - 14:30 Takayuki Oishi (Aomori Public University)
“Axiomatic and Game Theoretic Analysis of International Law and Water Problems”

14:30 - 15:30 Shino Takayama (The University of Queensland)
“A Model of Two-stage Electoral Competition”

Break

15:40 - 16:40 Andy McLennan (The University of Queensland)
“Some People Never Learn, Rationally”

16:40 - 17:40 Youngsub Chun (Seoul National University)
“Reordering An Existing Queue”

17:40 - 17:55 Yoshinori Kon (Aomori Public University)
“Current State of the Local Economy in Post-Earthquake Aomori”

Sponsored by:
KIER, International Joint Research Center of Advanced Economic Theory
KIER Foundation
Aomori Public University

◇Contact Information◇
Mika Okamura (Ms.)
Makoto Yano Office
Institute of Economic Research
Kyoto University
E-mail: okamura@kier.kyoto-u.ac.jp

This program is based on the tentative schedule as of October 22, 2013.